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.skaerbtuo ot elbarenluv ylbanosaernu seitic ekam ot smees hcihw ,rolauqs 5+ ni stluser ÂÂÃ¢retniW daBÂÂÃ¢ sa hcus seitlanep lanosaes sa ,neht neve esaesid teg thgim llits yehT yehT Another key strategy is to get as many agents as possible. If Great Britain falls, for the rest of the game, he will have the Ebdanians, the pictos and the Caledonians
sending an arcits along the west coast of Galia and Spain, where he will be forced to keep the arges to pursue them. This will improve your income and you will also improve the standard of your base troops, which allows updates to the border guards from Limeranei to the Comitatensis spears, which will be your first-line unit first Line during most of
the game, as well as the reduction of your maintenance costs. It is also a good idea, despite the negative effect on the experience, to replenish its own troops at the end of a battle with the captured enemies. The WRE is guaranteed and was scheduled to fall if it is played by the computer because its goal NO1 for all the berries / hordes. This must be
your first priority when it comes to the construction. The maximum religious fine in the regions in which the dominant religion is not strong, in this case, Latin Christianity, increased recently to -6 by province, which is portable, especially since it will take A time for Latin Christianity to decrease significantly significantly in those regions to give a real
headache. Gods, AyÃºDame, I am surrounded by the defensive front, you should always avoid the automatic resolution of defensive battles. Another problem with religious sanitation buildings that can be built in capital cities is that its effects are only local, and not shared with the other regions of the province, unlike the aqueducts. Larger battles wait
with the attack of Attila. However, if he is patient, and has an arcits parked along the lists borders to roll, he can expect the right opportunity and the attack. He. up to about 460 in a game, and really, I’m not sure how much more it is possible to go. Score: 0% Rank: CORRECT ANSWER: Start the quiz >> Something went wrong. After sharing
between between between and the econÃ© ³ in the first level of technologies, you should focus mainly on the econÃ© ³ micos for a good time. Once you subjugate an enemy, they instantly make peace with all your allies and declare war on all your enemies, turning your enemy into an instant ally. In the second round, things were much more fluid,
especially because they still have access to these technologies and can build, for example, networks of aqueducts giveÃan +16 sanitation and +4 happiness to all regions of a province, but ³ costs 200 to maintain them.  winter trees It will be a long and hard road, frustrating and sometimes tedious, but such a strategy should take you to the limit. This
may not always be easy, but it is a ³ key strategic consideration. As for the public order, you will have to learn to live with the ³. Overrated and better demolishedÃ¢â Â ¢ A much cheaper way  improve sanitation is not something you can afford without 3,000 per shift? Your first movement as a WRE should be to deal with the suveos, which begin within
your borders in Gaul. The good news is that, just as the disorder works, once a rebel army appears, you can get a positive +20 ³ bonus to the public order every turn, which means that all the disaffected are going to join the rebeliÃ ³ n, leaving people happy in the cities. The greatest of the armies to lose against them in one hand at a time because of
the moral penalties that the Romans suffer against the Huns, and also because the Hungarian units are vastly outnumbered. It's best to eliminate them completely. If you don't like the idea of demolishing churches, keep in mind that you can always increase your ³ production and change your approach to city development further into the game, but
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shcet suoigiler gnihcraeser toN.tluasa, hcnual redron ni tenempiuqe egeis gnirb ro egeis seimsa ylicepse,dnevete reisae eradnewot ydrwtSNWT, rewtRewitWtRegWt. already be able to deploy 10 i.e. at the moment when the conquest of the Brit Islands completes. If the Franks have a chance against you, and you crush them as duty, send an army
straight to their capital in Friesland and beat as they lick their wounds and desperately try to rebuild themselves. Initially you have to concentrate on improving the amount of gold you earn per shift, otherwise it will soon be impossible to finance armies and pay for vital improvements in the city. With its initial allocation of 8 ³ at most, it will have
enough to stop anything at the border, and enough to stop any rot spreading within its borders. In an ideal world, industrial development could start earlier, but being above the others is more important from the start and you can get enough money from food, commercial and specialty markets, such as wine markets. The following guide offers some
important advice on how ³ survive and, indeed, thrive like the Western Empire. This is not always easy to do, especially because ³ can subjugate enemies who have only one region³ and it is not possible to subjugate hordes, unless they settle in a city. The reason³n for this is that my main concern³ is to stop anyone who threatens to go deeper into the
Empire, where it will be difficult to stop them. This is not exactly practical, but the truth is that the arcites already stationed in the provinces can manage at the beginning of the game with the base spear units and the barbarian archers and the knight. At this point in the game, it really depends on your own sense of whimsy as to how long you stay
with it. It is possible, but very difficult to do it with a single army, but if you build those towns and increase their soon, they can generally survive the initial attack. Save at the beginning of each shift in case of disasters and be patient. That's not ³ what an outrageous price, it's a total scam considering that less bonuses. Many players recommend
leaving Great Britain, but this is undoubtedly the worst possible mistake that can be made as WRE for a whole host of reasons. Some, however, form new factions, and these are better subjugated as soon as possible, since the factions that emerge from rebellions are often the most aggressive when it comes to expansion³ n and usually have types of
Roman units, which are more difficult to defeat. Pannonia is a difficult place to defend at first and it makes sense to sacrifice a region³n to a faction³ which, as before, will become a defensive ally and a trading partner in a few shifts. "Who would have imagined the Emperor Honorius weathering the wave of invasions ³ the west, overseeing a restrengthening of the Empire, and then campaigning to recover Egypt from the hands of Ethiopian separatists after the collapse of the eastern Roman power in those provinces? Try to outnumber them always, or fight defensive battles, using cities or fortresses where possible. If you arrive on time, the whole of Gaul and EspaÃ±a can be handled by a
single army, and all the other ones, except one in  Africa and another in the south of Great Britain (along with a fleet), can travel to the Rhine and the Danube. So, do the math and plan well. The next most important strategic movement, and this is absolutely key in my books, is to defend Britain to the death. You need to build as many water works as
possible in your capitals until each province has healthy sanitation levels. If you continue like this, you can end up with ridiculous amounts of agents, which can seriously hamper enemies, improve revenues, detect approaching enemies, increase public order and train your troops. If necessary, destroy any military building in the they lack water in the
early stages, their basic types of troops will be enough against most level 1 enemies, and you can find it cheap enough to keep barbarian archers, slingers and cavalry for for the the testudo-capable spearmen, which are the bedrock of the Roman army. By no means abandon Pannonia, just play a defensive strategy initially, making sure Sirmium does
not fall and switching between the frontier towns to support them defensively. Always take artillery to attack a fort. Just be careful not to shoot your own troops with archers and artillery, or towers, in the process. Playing the Western Roman Empire (hereafter WRE) in Total War: Attila can be a pretty tough assignment, and, some would say, nigh
impossible. Judicious use of spies to delay or stop armies over successive turns can allow you to wipe them out in the field, then hit their capitals. Thus, in effect, the rebel army becomes the manifestation of the unhappiness. Yet this is by no means the end and I rather love this later phase of the game. This may sound counter-intuitive, but religious
buildings cost money to maintain and are not really worth the investment ¢ÃÂÂ certainly not in the early stages of the game. Build another army there and, if necessary, send one across before the rest of western Europe declares war and attacks you in Gaul, Belgica etc. Roman army in the snow Demolishing the churches will not only hugely increase
money immediately ¢ÃÂÂ as demolition puts the value of the buildings in money into yourÃ coffers, but it also removes significant maintenance costs for the buildings. For the most part, everyone is out to get you and they will combine forces to take you down on many fronts. In fact, when I played as the ERE, I ended up befriending all the hordes and
barbarian kingdoms except for the Huns and kept all my lands on VERY HARD mode,4) The Huns can't be killed off. It all hinges on whether or not the Gaetulians, Garamantians or Maurians declare war. As soon as the enemy general is in range, switch any archers to heavy shot, and, if possible, use their special ability to increase damage. In the early
game, food is much easier fertility is high and it is the best option as currency through which to keep order. Food markets in the capital, fishing ports, and special resources can complement food enormously, so keep them in mind. Hot and dry in summer A peaceful moment Another possible strategy is to build an early army in Africa and successively
eliminate or subjugate these factions. It can often be beneficial to let the army grow for two or even three turns, and sometimes you will have no choice but to do this. Rebuilding in the East The war never ends. None Will Pass The sanitation problems will kill you soon because the disease causes a huge loss of income and punishes happiness pains,
which become cumulatively worse as other cities in the region succumb; the disease spreads from city to city and can also be carried by the armies. This frees up a large number of regions that no longer require defence or defensive investments. Coastal raid It is worth mentioning that no matter how hard you try, you will suffer many diseases early
on. This will alleviate any worries throughout that region. When those cities reach size 4 and get walls, they will be impregnable, except for the Huns, at which stage one should have more armies in the region. In just a few turns you can trade with them and shortly after, form a defensive alliance. Strike the Caledonians first with two or three armies
and subdue them quickly. This game seems to make the most unfortunate of the dice-rolls and those percentages are at best misleading and at worst, completely fictitious. However, be careful, rebel armies grow four units per shift, and an army of twelve units might well be enough to fire and capture a city. Any army trying to cross that road can
recerap recerap aÃrdop oveun ed ,sadaznava s¡Ãm sedadinu riurtsnoc arap seratilim soicifide sol a otnauc nE .oirasecen se is oticr©Ãje us rop odadlapser ,munudolumaC ne atolf us rop ahcnaM al ed lanaC le ne odineted To say it, but I rarely build them at all. It is also a good idea to make your Emperor in the field increase his influence. Instead of
being able to build amphitheaters and aqueducts, you will have to rely on expensive churches to maintain, which provides less happiness and nowhere near enough sanitation. A bit sucks having to do this, and you should make sure you choose a good heir beforehand, but you can completely transform your fortunes in the game, particularly with
public order. Managed successfully, they will have an army with their garrison until relief comes, especially if they have an ally/defensive puppet state on the same border. If he develops cruel traits, such as tyrant, torturer, etc., that cause public sanctions in all regions, sometimes all he has to do is get killed in battle. Forget it. Commercial ports are a
great way to increase coastal revenue defense against the barbaric incursion in all three races in all three races, as industrial improvements were neglected in the early game, over and above any of the improvements related to special resources, such as gold. Mines, quarries of marble, lead, iron and the like. Agriculture When it comes to food, the
Romans become a little difficult in comparison with the others. Effectively it means that there is no border to the west, and you have the edge of the map completely secured and protecting your rear, leaving you to focus solely on the Rhine and the Danube. Generally it is easier to build the main sanitation buildings in their capitals and don’t worry
about the fountains and bathtubs in the other cities, â ̈¬ “are really useful where you don’t control the capital and, anyway, you’ll want those slots in the smaller cities for food and the like. Training They are key, especially against evils of cavalry. Therefore, the only thing that you should keep in mind is that you have around 420 to get your home in
order before it attempts to descend in Europe. Europe. It will allow you to build others, and personally, I think all armies should have at least one, as it allows an immediate assault on a walled city and can be used to destroy fortresses when an enemy has crowded. This seems to be a big variable. This is a particularly vital way: in fact, the only way: to
recover when you are in hostile territory, and becomes especially important when you may have to fight again in the next turn. If you’re a better general, an army of twenty piles should be enough to subdue the entire region. This not only allows cities to withstand attacks more easily, but, again, it gives them time to open up armies when you’re too
stretched and can’t garrison every city. You will need many armies to fight against the Huns. This means that the images will be added later, as I progress through the campaign.OK, so before any further delay, let’s get started. Go to run it this way successfully in the past, although you may have to pull out some battles and hope of defense from
Garrison Pretty Epic Garrison, in the event of a defeat, they just fire him, allowing the Army to be an army. There to overcome them. If you enter your troops, they will suffer a random number of shifts, which can seriously weaken their forces and make them unable to garrison without spreading the disease. When the white flag is up, they can’t
damage your units any more, so press the Maximum Speed button, switch to the strategy map and chase as many as possible. Again, this might sound like a radical suggestion, but you can skip these techniques completely and it won’t hinder your game, in fact, quite the opposite. NOTE: This Form Is To Be Used Only To Report Spam, Advertising Una
vez a region reaches zero fertility, can convert all wheat to cattle, etc., which ultimately will be less food than when when when It was high, but it will probably put you on the line as far as feeding the region³s ³. I also make sure that my top agents increase their extortion³ persuade and oppress the ability as much as possible, so that I can capture
enemy agents and use them myself. A slightly radical way to do this is to destroy all the religious buildings in his empire on his first shift, except for the one himself who is already able to build priests. But the top-level religious building in a regional capital, the Patriarchal, the Ver, costs 3000 a turn to maintain. However, if you follow the advice I've
given previously, you should at least do so far. Always consider the food costs of any building you build in your provincial capitals and, as with sanitation, plan accordingly to get the balance right. If, as I recommend, ultimately, confÃo in the buildings of the animal crÃa, then it is advisable to pair them with tanners and leather workers in the ³ tree of
the local industry. Wait till they come to you. Once the armies deepen within your empire, it can be difficult to pursue them and this requires movements of armies within rather than keeping them at the borders where you need them to keep enemies pouring down the Rhine and the Danube. Put them in size 2 as soon as possible and put a garrison
camp ³ them. Another winter campaign that returns to the topic of finding useful defensive allies, one of the key strategies to defend WRE is to create as many uterine states as possible in the West. This means that when it is removed, you will be left with a much better public order situation, which will buy you enough time to hold on to the next ³, or
find some other means to improve the Great Britain, the way it should be, the Roman reason, the reason why Great Britain is so key to maintaining in the end, it is that it prevents the argues from going down on the coast of Gaul while it is occupied in the You should also pay attention ³ the management ³ your faction ³ n. Not only is this key to
maintaining a strong empire, but it's a fun way to reconfigure history. Thus, the Comitatenses in ³ defensive testudo formation is the way forward. The Roman knight is generally not large, and I tend to rely mainly on barbarian mercenaries anyway, so you can ignore the development of this line until much later.Ã  The key areas of focus really must be
Ã¢  Military tacticians that improve the troops of infanterÃa de lÃoa base and reduce maintenance costs, and economic ³ that improve the tax rate and the income of buildings, mainly focusing on the rancherÃoa. Taking on the saints and reasserting the roman hegemonÃa in the east can be a lot of fun, stratum, and it feels like a more even fight. Once
they commit to fight against the same enemies, the Diplomatic System will ensure very positive relations in the future. 1) They have a better economy, which generates thousands of ³ in income. Often, in this way, you can knock out your general early and break morale. Another good way to make money from the start is to build commercial docks in
each coastal city where the region³n can maintain a surplus of food without fishing. You can get three armies there around the second turn and smash them, eliminate them, at which point  want to  those armies back to the border. Don't  to worry so much about regional capitals, as they already start with walls instead, although in no way neglect
them  Huns always bring artillerÃa. This is largely because I prefer to prioritize improvements in food, sanitation and happiness, including garrison camps, first, and there is rarely enough room to accommodate buildings It is, pure and simple, much easier to play without them at all. If you stop this from happening early, you can get away with it
without having armies in West Gaul. Inevitably, Â not Â power Build sanitary buildings fast enough, so start with your wealthiest provinces to make sure they are safe and healthy in the first place. This is because it comes up surprisingly often and then spreads along roads and city-to-city trade routes, so it travels. If the disease gets out of control, it
can cripple your economy and hinder your ability to solve problems, thereby creating a vicious cycle. The proximity of the cities of Great Britain means that you can mount your army between those cities of the south to respond to any threat sea last or plug a gap of disorder. You can keep an army in the south of Gaul to take care of Gaul and EspaÃ±a;
marching back and forth to deal with rebellions arising from public order problems. In fact, it is possible to dedicate a single region³n to military buildings to build different types of units, and have their armies deployed from there. For more complete coverage, including a larger number of screenshots, see my reÃ±a of the game. Subjugation can ³
eliminate the need to keep ³ in the region, thus turning the presence of these factions into a defensive advantage. ³ be careful not to shoot your own defense troops in the back, which can be avoided by ensuring a clear line of sight³ Roman reconquest underway. The thing to keep in mind is that in 400 A.D., about twenty laps to the game, the first
stroke of climate change will occur, reducing the fertility of each province by one. This is likely to lead to favorable relations in a few moments, as the gift of a region³n generates a huge diplomatic impulse. For some reason³ they are continuously reproduced in Belarus/Ukraine. The emperor, however, can also be a serious burden. In fact, in my
;aznagnev ;aznagnev anu noc ERW al a naido sonuh soL )2.soticr©Ãje 01 noc otnuj sadin¡Ãsas sol noc etsE le ne selaicremoc sodreuca ognet y airilI ,amlaP ,agecr³ÃC ,a±ÃedreC ,ailiciS ,acirfÃ ed etroN ,ailatI odamoter eh y a±ÃapsE ne yotse ay ,ERE ed a trait within their leadership,3) The barbarians always, always move to the Western Roman
Empire, no matter what day or state the weather is. Most of the enemies use their cavalry in a suicidal way, charging them against the turtle spears. Initially, many of your provinces will have wheat farms, since wheat produces by far the largest amount of food when you have a fertility bonus to a region. WRE starts with 68 regions, many of which are
already in a state of rapid decline and on the verge of disease, but they also have enormous potential for economic development. This money could be spent much better on maintaining aqueducts and paying for other vital improvements. Â I am a big fan of the cavalry and I like to have a minimum of four units in each army, which I do my best to keep
in reserve until the enemy commits along the front line, then use them to flank and charge the rear of the enemy infantry, or crush through a pile of missile units, once they are no longer protected by the infantry. This makes them forget the previous technicians and, therefore, blocks the construction of key infrastructure that is much more valuable,
especially when it comes to sanitation. I quickly subjugated them and, along with the Vandals, I had very helpful allies who were willing to handle that border while I focused elsewhere. Boo-yah The other possibility is to grant them a region in Gaul / Belgium and leave them alone. “Don’t be fooled into thinking that a 1% chance of a disease outbreak
means it won’t happen. This largely depends on the design of the city Â some of them are much easier to defend, but the rule of thumb is to keep the center, keep your units close and block the entrance. primary capture point. It is much easier to suppress disorder through classical architecture: Â  amphitheaters, theaters, etc., which cost food to
maintain, not money, and provide much larger bonuses to civil order than religious buildings. Ideally, all of your cities along your You must hit Level IV before the huns actually activate at 420. In the subsequent game, I tend to invest much more in industrial buildings. On the subject of food, it is vital that you do not forget to keep a surplus
throughout your empire. This is very useful on the eastern border of the Danube, which is an area I choose to neglect in part, initially. It may be better to focus on livestock and sheep from the start, because they should still provide enough food for you, but they also produce much needed income. Once you’ve dealt with the Suebians in the first two or
three rounds, Britain should be your first real military approach. The Caledonians will defend Britain for you long enough for the rest of the game, and you will only have to keep a small navy and navy army in Camulodunum. I have never given much about the conditions of victory, but I prefer to focus instead of my own martial ambitions. In fact, far
and wide, the most sensitive strategy is to complete the conquest of the British Isles before anything else. The same option is available with the Vandals, who will probably appear within their borders in Pannonia. Loading, withdrawing, rinsing, repeating initially, can probably ignore technologies related to the siege, and, on the economic side, to

those related to religion as indicated above. Most garrisons, even of only 4 units, should be able to hold anything from 8-fortresses and below... you just need to turtle and let them commit suicide against your sermas and trying to capture and destroy your arrow towers. Keep the flag flying the first thing you need to do is study your empire with some
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etneis es ,ourtsnom ogimene nu niS .latneirO oirepmI le ratacser ratnetni o sadatsaved senoiger sal razinolocer s¡Ãziuq otpecxe otse ed s©Ãupsed recah Â ohcum adeuq Â oN .elbisop aes omoc sagimene sedadinu satnat ranimile arap opmeit le etramot ed etarºÃgesa ,allatab anu senag odnauc euq ranoicnem anep al elaV ogeuf ramot ,airanecreM a‐
ÃrellabaC .senoicpoda y soinomirtam ed s©Ãvart a etreuf n³Ãiccaf ut a renetnam ed atart ,oditnes etse nE .ortauc o sert levin ed otneiminetertne ed soicifide y sotcudeuca riurtsnoc ed dadicapac al redrep la ©Ãisil em etnemacitc¡Ãrp ERW le ©Ãuqot euq zev aremirp aL aicnivorp aicnivorp adac arap ,n©ÃibmaT .solracas arap edrat s¡Ãm azreuf s¡Ãm
rinuer sedeup erpmeiS .otreup le noc sadanoicaler sarojem sal sadot euq laugi la ,selavan senoicinraug nanoicroporp n©Ãibmat y ,onrut rop It is short of food individually, there is a penalty of -25% to income, which is enormously significant. However, it is possible to defend a town against a much greater force, if it is wisely defended. They could be a
very useful ally to reinforce the defenses along the Rhine. When Attila is defeated and finally murdered, in fact, you have won the game. African factions are usually relatively easy to defeat since their units are not entirely up to height. The good thing about the huns is that all others hate them. As can be deduced from the above, sanitation is a key
focus on the beginnings of the game. On the other hand, the sheep cattle and sheep pens produce more reference food than wheat, but less bonus food, although they also produce more income. If you do not solve them, it is almost certain that you will attack you in the first turns, so you could also face them in your own terms. Also, on few turns, you
can set a commercial route to obtain more vital income. The remains can be collected by their own cavalry, without much damaging for them. We should fight together! We are fighting together! Strategically, the greatest incocognite is fried, which can go into several directions. Wait a moment and try again. A priest in Great Britain, stratically moved,
can take care of all the islands. If the total production of it is negative in all the provinces, all the arcits of it will suffer wear and will not be repapted. In addition, you can always go back and investigate these techniques at any stage of the game if you change your opinion, although I can not â € ™ â € ™ â € Just make sure you pay attention to
sanitation levels in each region when you build improvements, as you will also need to improve your sanitation accordingly. Even if you lose a region at the hands of they usually just sit there and  don't Â  expand, so it can be dealt with easily at a later date. Keep the Picts at bay or take the heat, allowing We went to hell with a DNA bird Nac living in
Tub, Noitpo bird on Evah yahoo in Erascen Tun Si HT .etagujbus ot T .kcata Naha, Nood Sunrub no T TiaW.ERE Htew Emayet Siht Deirt Ev'I .Duneve Seunitnoc Ti, wonk I la Raouf, tuB .evitpircsed Ylersa Ffo Derht Lw I, Sola .rezhrub Ruy Seinghorah Tinga Hum Huerah sister Cat, I found our boots in my ear, IIA, IT, Seimene ruby, Jneqb, Dnapxe,
Tpmeta, Neve llew, Trupus, Tabb, Danial, Yahh, Hsinelper, nac, uwe hcihw, Sardrob, Ssorca, Snoiger, Ydneirf evah, Uoy, AAIAIAA, IT, Ng, Ng, A, Ng, Ng, Ng, A, Ng, Ng, Ng, A, A, Ng ni ERW - eripmE namoR nretseW7saGnyalP!ETON ESAELP.erom ynam dnA (7ct Segiram, ycamolpiD) 6,htiw EtitinyOtTsebEra Snoitan Hcihw, gnidarT (5,eeleM x 2, vaC
x 1, raepS x 3 - stinu 6 susdrh ymne no skcats dnatshtiw elba elba seitic hhhhw thgp of dluhttab (Hwt), Dlut (WdwoHlw), Dlut (HlwoHlwo) ohs seimrA tahW (2,ygtarts latinog aTT) (1:tuba klt lw, I .tuh self-dehcae fo sarit sink citnu, shchcet cimonoce dna teratilim hnewtab etanretlot aeddog a sAtaAaTT (1:tuba klt lw I, tcaf nI .drawri of gniog reisae
emocni sgnitinippeLsiniretseuhlwHlerceyRncechiuerngHrehnivhRngHlercetHsreereew Tal Dna, Saray Doo-ytnewt doog A letter Siemne ruy Dnatshtew ot decnavda iltneicifus eb llew sepyt tinu ruoy under si nosaer ehT.tuo meht epiw don't stciP7ahhsams, dnaltcS, ssorca kcab hcram, dnalerI deroqnoc evah uoy ecnO.,eht retfog edphus snuh ehees uoy
fi oS.cte snoxaS ehlleitnetop, elmaxeSesew, aSeaenew, aSeuyEaesuy You are the sun of the sun, you are a woman, you are lost, you go to hell, you are lucky units get away, it means you will have to fight them again. If one or two regions on the Danube fall, it¢ÃÂÂs not the end of the world, and they are still at the frontier. I¢ÃÂÂve had one of them
declare war as early as the third turn and as late as some time after AD 420. Take a good half hour to go through all your cities and regions and check out the position of your armies and the state of your economy. While on the subject of religion, my very strongest piece of advice when playing the WRE is DO NOT, repeat, DO NOT research ANY of the
religious techs. I found it very helpful when the Illyrian faction sprang up in the region of Iuvavum. The opponents you will face initially, however, are as nothing compared to what the Huns bring later in the game. You can subjugate them, but personally, I¢ÃÂÂd take the territory to avoid ever having to think about it again. Artillery, well placed, are
devastating against naval units Sally forth when the time is right Another key strategic aspect is, inevitably, choosing the right technologies in the right order. order.
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